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Barbed wire and dogs on the chain. And for 23 hours eight people inside a cell, 

locked in behind a solid steel door and a small peephole.  

A visit to the prison for convicts awaiting trial in Siauliai, Lithuania. 

 

In Italy there are prisons whitc still have broken glass bottles embedded on top of the 

boundary walls. Let’s say it works as a deterrent to prevent possible escapes. In 

Siauliai, Lithuania, in the prison hosting convicts while awaiting trial, which I visited 

a few weeks ago with some members of the Voci di dentro association part of the 

Grundtvig project, instead of broken glass bottles they have barbed wire. I did not 

like it. The negative impact was further increased when I saw dogs on the chain and 

heard their frantic barks which followed me for a long time until I crossed the prison 

courtyard. In Italy prisons are nothing to write home about either, the buildings are 

old and run-down – it is enough to mention Poggioreale in Naples – but there, in 

Siauliai, in that small detention centre located one kilometre from the city centre, in a 

region where in summer there is daylight till 11:30 P.M., where there is not even a 

soul walking the streets and where there is too much silence, there, while I was going 

into the actual detention building, dated back to 1911,1I had the feeling I was in a 

movie about Nazi concentration camps, in Dachau or in a Stalinist Gulag. In a word, 

this is not the way human beings accused of some crime should be dealt fairly with. 

Accused but not sentenced yet, because in that detention centre shielded by a long 

red-brick boundary wall there are only inmates who have not been brought to court 

yet. 

 

Individuals arrested and taken there while awaiting trial. Six hundred people in a 

building fit just for four hundred, as our guide – sergeant Remigius – pointed out. 

Most of them are young and habitual offenders and, before being taken to their cells, 

they have to undergo body frisking. Just as well, this experience is horrible. The 

search room is below street level, a hole reachable through old stairs worn out by 

thousands and thousands of shoes. It is a windowless room lit by artificial light, 

inside there is one of those scanners seen in airports for luggage inspection which is 

employed there to check and screen the convicts’ clothes. Every piece of clothing, 

underwear included, as the man, stark naked, waits inside a masonry shower box with 

no door. The remaining search, the body frisking, is left to imagination. 

 

Remigius took us then inside the building and showed us a cell that was empty at the 

time because it had not been renovated yet. The size, first: about six metres long and 

barely three metres wide. Obviously I’m relying on memory and impressions, but this 

is what I remember. I remember the steel beds – not very different from beds in 

Italian prisons – lining the long sides of the room, two rows of four beds. Occupancy 



for eight, then.  An improvement if you consider 12 years ago cells  hosting up to 30 

convicts. Down the cell a window with steel bars, at the entrance a Turkish bath 

“with view on the beds”. On the walls typical writings, in that cell even a big starred 

hammer and sickle. Remigious said: “The cells were renovated after the year 2000, 

bathrooms are separate now”. I tried to imagine the renovation, results didn’t look 

better to me. For, no matter how many convicts are hosted in a cell, in a “dungeon” 

like the one I saw, life is nothing else but torture: eight inmates have to live there 23 

hours a day out of 24; they have to do inside that cell anything they need to do, 

walled up alive because the door has got no bars, a door made of solid steel with a 

peephole at eye-level. I said 23 hours out of 24, because once a day they have a right 

to breathe fresh air for an hour. Well, I saw the place where they breathe fresh air: it 

is an exact copy of the cell where they live the other 23 hours: it is on the last floor of 

the building, a cell with no roof, which is replaced by bars. In prison slang it is called 

the lions’ den. And up there, to that roofless cell, or to identical ones, are taken daily 

the eight inmates of each cell. And this goes on for months, years, as many as three 

years or more, because in Lithuania the pace of justice is what it is: slow, exhausting, 

terrible. 

 

As many as three years of imprisonment in this hopeless facility where, at the most 

once a month, each inmate is allowed to a computer area to write a letter or watch a 

film on the PC, naturally by himself. The younger inmates, sergeant Remigius 

explained, prefer spending their time with videogames. I saw the room, I admit it is 

much more pleasant than the cell. I believe I even saw a radiator. But I have to say 

that all over the building, at least according to what I was allowed to see, I did not see 

that many radiators. And the weather there is not mediterranean, indeed: in winter 

temperatures drop to minus 25C. Only implementation of plans for a new 

Scandinavian type detention facility to be built until 2017 should bring a real change. 

But funding has been stalling because of the economic downturn. 

 

The visit lasted a couple of hours, we were even showed the small museum on the 

premises, where they keep prison memorabilia in a showcase: knives made out of 

lighters; shoes hiding mobile phones; blowpipes to send messages outside; jailbreak 

schemes. We were allowed to take some photographs; among the others, we took a 

photo of a cell as it was in 1990, twenty-two years ago, just before the declaration of 

independence. 

I still have in my mind what I saw during the visit, I watch the photograph of the old 

cell. And I don’t see a great deal of difference. 

 

by Francesco Lo Piccolo 
 


